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Motivated Sous Chef offering over 6+ years experience in the food industry. 
Focused on high standards for taste and quality, while maintaining profitable 
margins. Superior communication and leadership skills.

JUNE 2011 – MARCH 2013
COMMIS CHEF - ABC CORPORATION

 Accomplished tasks as assigned by the Sous and Executive Chefs in a timely 
manner.

 Responsible for receiving, storing, and rotating produce, dairy, meat, fish, 
poultry, and shellfish based on a FIFO rotation.

 Ensured a clean and organized work station while preparing food items for 
service.

 Properly prepped and executed recipes as assigned by the Sous Chef.
 Responsible for straining, cooling, and storing stocks in a timely manner.
 Accompanied the offsite events team on special events to assist in preparation, 

plating, and service of hors doeuvres, salad, cheese, entre, and dessert courses.
 Opened and closed the kitchen, prepared entrees, mains, and deserts, received 

and stored deliveries.

2006 – 2011
COMMIS CHEF - DELTA CORPORATION

 Knowledgeable and certified in the proper handling of food and keeping food 
areas clean and safe in any possible way Solid understanding of adapting .

 Excellent approach to customer service, creating meals and menu that match 
special events and occasions Constantly seeking fresh and innovative ways .

 Grill Chef Interact with other employe making sure the customers or pleas with 
there service at all times Give response all complains regarding to .

 Arranged store displays of ensure that my work area clean and appropriate.
 To prepare, cook and serve food delegated as your responsibility, ensuring that 

the highest possible quality is maintained and that agreed standards .
 Prepared ingredients for more senior chefs, maintaining a high standard of 

hygiene.
 Rotated food Put away inventory Dealt with deliveries Prepared foods for mise 

en place, which involves chopping, stocking stations, organizing .

EDUCATION

Bachelors in Hotel Management and Catering Technology - (Jaipur National 
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University - Jaipur, Rajasthan)

SKILLS

Cooking, People Management, Ordering, Order Processing.
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